WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU!
With a full Art Department at your disposal, we love to create new things for our customers. Whether it is a new striping design or a new shirt design, our
crew has the talent and knowledge to meet all of your needs. All of these custom designs are made with the same quality materials and techniques that our
jerseys have become famous for. Any of these designs can be custom ordered in both casual or classic weights.
Here are just a few examples of some of the great things we can do. Please contact us for quotes on any of these or other products you would like to see us
create for your needs. (24 piece minimum on all apparel, sizing available from Toddler to Unisex 5XL).

CUSTOM RUGBY HOODIE - This hoodie

takes on our Niagara striping pattern
and applies it to our hoodie design in
custom school colours. Features our lined
hood and embroidery on the left chest.

BOAT NECK - This women style

shirt features a boat neck, heat
seal graphic and custom striping.
(Photo page 21)

A collar can change the look of
your garment completely. Here we
display the boat neck, classic twill,
self collar, crew and hoodie...the
possibilities are endless. Page 9
features our mandarin collar on a
custom dress.

SCARF - This is a perfect

addition to school spirit
attire. Striping and colours
can be customizes. Ideal for
double sided embroidery.

CUSTOM ACADIA DESIGN

- This shirt features the
popular Acadia stripe
pattern in custom colours
with an embroidered
chest logo.

YOUTH RUGBY SHIRT - Our
youth style shirts are great
for younger aged school
kids and can be fully
customized from stripes
to decorations. This shirt
features custom striping
and heat sealed lettering.
Available in sizes from
Toddler to Youth XL.

Traditional stretch cuff or
no cuff at all. We can do
it for you to make your
look as individual as the
people wearing it.

CASUAL HOODIE WITH TWILL

- This hoodie is made of our
lighter weight casual fabric and
features our twill letters that give
it the perfect vintage look.

RAGLAN - This shirt style is very popular
and allows you to customize the body
and sleeve colours. This features a silk
screened imprint on the front.

